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Abdus rapport:
I try to find the camps that dont have much activities happening, and communicate with them
Find the right person, to organize the trip
We agree about timing and the number of people. And most important, to which kind of
people is this trip most usefull.
As exemple if we are going to Veterinärmuseet, we ask about the pets doctors in that camp, or
students. I think that way is also better to get to the people who might be interested in being a
part of these föreningar.
But we can’t always control the number of people coming, sometimes you can be surprised
when the bus arrives with extra 10 people or 10 people less.


Note for next times:
- We should meet with them before.
- Make sure that they will be enough people, not more, not less.
- That they come on time.
- We should be careful that they don’t have lunch time, or any other activity, in our
day.

Comparing the three types of föreningar i have been to, I think it´s better with the ones that
people enjoyed, where they can try things with their hands, like Råbäcks mekaniska
stenhuggeri, or Repslagarmuseet, not just watching, like in the veterinärmuseet.
My part is to welcome them, explain who i am, what i do, why are they here,
And translate in case its needed.
And mostly, of my experience in Support Group in Restad gård, Vänersborg
Give them some advices:
-

try to help them make their place better.
to have more comunications with their city.
to organise themself, make more activities.
Focus on learning Swedish.
try to make some sport activities if you don’t.
make lists of their professions and academic people.

And communicate with their kommun, maybe they can find some praktik places and use that
knowledge and ambitions instead of letting it die as time goes, by doing nothing.
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